Due to the variability of many factors which must be considered for a rafting trip, Lost Paddle Rafting reserves the right to cancel or change any trip for
reason of safety, insufficient reservations, or any other reason, and I abide by this policy. I also agree to, and understand that Lost Paddle Rafting
reserves the right to refuse service to any individual for reason of unsuitability, legal restrictions, or reservations, for matters which may have insurance
consequences, or for any other reason. In cases where Lost Paddle Rafting refuses service to an individual for a reason, or reason stated in this
document, a partial refund may be available.
The venue of any dispute that may arise out of this agreement or otherwise between parties to which Lost Paddle Rafting or its agents are a party, shall
be either the City of Canon City, Colorado Justice Court, or the County or State Supreme Court in Fremont County or the State of Colorado.
I hereby attest that my signature and information given below is true and correct, and that I have read, understood, accepted, and agreed to the terms
and conditions as stated above and on the reverse of this page.

Adult Participant Signature

Dated

**If you have any minor children rafting with you please complete this box entirely. Sign above for yourself and again below for your child(ren).

Signature of Parent, or Guardian
How many participants under 18 are you responsible for?

Ages

Please List the names of the children you are signing for

The State of Colorado requires that information concerning addresses, phone numbers, etc. be collected for each
participant. Please fill this out as accurately and completely as possible. Thanks for choosing Lost Paddle!

Full Name (Please Print)

Age

Address
Phone (Home)

City
Phone (Cell)

Gender M
State

F

Zip

email
Rating the Rapids

The international scale of difficulty of given rapid or an entire run on a scale of I to VI. This scale works well in providing a general description of
whitewater difficulty. The scale is similar to the green, blue, and black rating system for ski runs. One person’s blue might be another’s black depending
on the whether they are more adept at moguls or steeps, and the same is true for river rafting. Our trips are rated using the scale below as a generalized
reference. Keep in mind these ratings are based on typical water flows. Change in water flows can have a dynamic effect on a river and its ratings.
Ratings can change either up or down depending on the flow in the river at the time of the trip. Factors such as the water flow levels, the ability of the
crew to follow directions, the relative strength of the crews, guide experience, participant experience, and the weather conditions make any given trip
harder or easier than the rating may suggest. Please keep these factors in mind while rafting on any river.
The rating below are excerpted from a safety brochure published by the Colorado State Parks for the Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area.
Class I: Moving water, riffles, small waves.
Class II: Easy rapids, waves, clear channels.
Class III: Large waves, obstacles, narrow passages.
Class IV: Long rapids, unavoidable waves, many obstacles.
Class V: Violent rapids, extremely difficult, unseen hazards.

River conditions and ratings can change with any change in flow volume. Whitewater boating has an element of risk at all
ratings and flows.

